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Cocoa and Forest Knowledge Program
Sustainable Cocoa Initiatives through Agroforestry



Agenda

• Introduction to technical 
part of the program 

• CAF project design 

• Creating PPP & 
innovative finance



We are here

Timeline

MULTI-ACTOR ALLIANCE 
BUILDING & FULL VALUE 

AGREEMENTS 

TECHNICAL COMPONENT: 
COCOA & AGROFORESRTY





Context

• What is it all about ? Why doing agroforestry ? 



Before getting started

Rules for the three sessions : 
• Nonjudgment and benevolence

• We're just people: no matter of hierarchy, position or else. 





GLOBAL GUIDE ON COCOA AGROFORESTRY IMPLEMENTATION

• Exchange of good practices and
capitalize concrete situations from
each country

• Focus on two continents: Latin
America and West Africa

• A global practice guide to support
implementation of Public-Private
cocoa Agroforestry projects in
existing and new cocoa plantations

• Enhance deployment and
generalization of sustainable
Cocoa in the REDD+ and CFI
context

Pathways to implement a CAF project

• Cocoa in agroforestry design 

• Innovative finance & public-private 
partnerships

• Working with smallholders

• Monitoring, reporting, verification 
early warning systems

• Valorization & certification 



Kinomé Team
West Africa Team

Yohann FARE

Jean-Michel BROU

Marc DAUBREY

Strategy & Support

Nicolas MÉTRO

Bettina MATHOREL

Latin America Team

Camille NAVARETTE

Maria del Pilar RUIZ

Silvio ROBERTO



Break out rooms instructions

Group session with mixed countries :





Harvest of group work





How to watch the video

Pass word: Cocoa&Forest



Theoretical aspects

Theobroma cacao

5 
to

 7
 m

60-70% de light (25-50% at 
initial stage)

1500 – 2500 mm rainfall/year 25°C

Pests and diseases
Low shade => 
cacao mirid

Hight shade + 
humidity => pod rot 
infection

High in nutrient  content
Organic matter > 3,5%

pH ≈ 6Well-drained,

Latitude
-10° ; +10°



Theoretical aspects

• With global warming, the suitable area is declining => Need of adaptation options : shade trees, soils 
management, irrigation

• However, under the shade of forest trees (agroforestry practice), the temperature is 2°C less than outside 
temperature (Source: 4th agroforestry congress 2019)



Theoretical aspects

Diversity of CAF based on shade level (Amiel F., 2018)

• There is a large diversity of CAF "models" in the world



Theoretical aspects

• There is a large diversity of CAF "models" in the world







Complexité des systèmes étudiés

Jagoret et al. 2011. AgroforestrySystemsWebinaire « Cocoa & Forest Knowledge group - Group B” ; 24/03/2021



Jagoret et al. 2020. Perspectives 54, CiradWebinaire « Cocoa & Forest Knowledge group - Group B” ; 24/03/2021

Compromis entre rendement en cacao et durabilité du système

Systèmes agroforestiers simples
70 arbres
Cacaoyers : 8,6 m2

Arbres associés : 3,8 m2

Systèmes agroforestiers très complexes
176 arbres
Cacaoyers : 7,1 m2

Arbres associés : 24,4 m2

Systèmes agroforestiers complexes
137 arbres
Cacaoyers : 9,3 m2

Arbres associés : 11,4 m2
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Gidoin et al. 2014. PloS One 

Intérêt du positionnement aléatoire des arbres forestiers dans une cacaoyère via

l’analyse des relations entre structure spatiale et populations de mirides. 

Une gestion des bioagresseurs alternative

Webinaire « Cocoa & Forest Knowledge group - Group B” ; 24/03/2021



Je vous remercie

Webinaire « Cocoa & Forest Knowledge group - Group B” ; 24/03/2021





Cocoa agroforestry 

Production system involving the strategic integration in time and space of suitable
and valuable non-cocoa tree species and other plants in a cocoa farming venture
for Agronomic, Economic and Environmental benefits (Asare & Asare, 2008).



Decision support tools for species selection

Attribute Tree species

M. excelsa T. superba T. ivorensis K. ivorensis T. scleroxylon

Shade quality 7 7 7 5 5

Moisture 9 9 9 5 1

Soil fertility 9 9 9 3 1

Weed 
suppression

7 7 7 3 3

Mechanical 
damage

9 5 5 7 5

Wind break 7 9 7 3 5

Good 
aeration

9 9 7 7 7

Good timber 9 7 9 9 9

Good NTFP 9 7 9 9 7

Process

Asare & Ashley Asare (2008)



Design and resilience

Asare et al., (2018)

Asare  (2006)



Cocoa agroforestry key levels of interventions

Cocoa 
Rehabilitation

Under 
planting

Gradual 
replanting

Completing 
replanting

Policy 
Reforms

Priority area

Stakeholder
engagement

Further 
reforms 
needed

Increase 
Yields

Primary focus 
of cocoa 
industry

Limited 
success

Happening in 
isolation

De-Risk Cocoa

agroforestry 

Many risks for 
farmer

Expand access 
to credit

Need 
insurance

Landscape 
Planning

Total absence 
in cocoa 
sector

Policies largely 
in place

Need to 
implement

Data 
Management

Regional data 
base

Monitoring 
Tree species in 

cocoa

Manage cocoa 
sector data



Reflections

• Lack of a scientifically validated framework that provides technical information for efficient cocoa AFs in 
time and space

• Low efforts to merge indigenous knowledge and scientific findings into a strategy to support  the 
integration of non-cocoa trees on cocoa farms for increased financial and ecological benefits

• Inability of farmers to identify species during their seedling phase

• Farmer preferences against research recommendations

• Availability of planting material.

• There is the need to de-risk cocoa agroforestry to conserve the integrity of remaining rainforest in West and 
Central Africa through cocoa based systems

• Sustainable intensification of cocoa based systems can improve productivity per unit area of farmland and 
reduce the need for new forestland

• Farmers are willing to manage biodiverse cocoa systems if they can be competitive

• Payment schemes for environmental services need to be realized

• Local, national, and the global stakeholders need to continue being engaged.





Do you 
have 

questions ?





Theoretical aspects

Valley of death

Need up-front finance to accelerate the transition to 
a new system?



Theoretical aspects

• To finance the transition
• Compensation for the loss of profit (« death valley »
• Subsidy and/or upfront finance for the replantation costs: uprooting 

the old trees, new seedlings, food crop seeds, training.

• With a good channeling strategy
• % in cash
• % in kind (training, seedlings, materials)

• Blended finance
• Public: Governments, Worldbank, AfBD,…
• Private sector and funds
• Planters' own resources and Microfinance



Theoretical aspects

According to the PPP Knowledge Lab a public-private
partnership is "a long-term contract between a private party and
a government entity, for providing a public asset or service, in
which the private party bears significant risk and management
responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance".

In rural areas, PPPs can focus on two specific objectives:
• improve the framework conditions to attract investment
• improve production (cropping systems, market access, etc.).



Theoretical aspects

• Not all countries have yet a clear legislation on PPP.

• Several countries have created a national coca platform 
in order to have a space for public-private dialogue.



Theoretical aspects

From H. K. Yong (ed.) (2010) Public-
Private Partnerships Policy and 
Practice: A Reference Guide, Londres: 
Commonwealth Secretariat





Harvest of group work





Work with small farmers to responsibly use land in order to 
accelerate communities’ sustainable development, 

thereby tackling climate change and land degradation.



Target fund size: 50 M$ 

Investment: 4-5 agroforestry projects

IRR : 12%

Duration: 15 years

Geographic focus: Latin America

An impact fund to accelerate
sustainable land use



Example: Sierra Nevada Agroforestry Project 
The Sierra Nevada Agroforestry project is the second project funded by Urapi Sustainable Land Use. 

The model aims at supporting the transition of  the underproductive coffee value chain to a more 
sustainable model by increasing productivity, quality and resilience to the benefit of coffee producers 
as well as all value-chain stakeholders.

Project activities

Micro-credit for land use transition to sustainable coffee & cocoa agroforestry systems with  

honey production

Monitoring of activ ities’ env ironmental impacts and carbon credit generation within a 
VCS certified project

State-of-the-art dry processing mill, collection centers and compost production plant,
co-owned by coops, for improved quality and traceability

Sales of project’s coffee, cocoa, honey and carbon credits with added value

4,500
HECTARES

CONVERTED
to sustainable agroforestry

1,500
producers
INVOLVED

70,000
HECTARES
of forest conserved

1.3 M tC
O

2
e

emissions reduced

Total Investment: $8,6M



Urapi investment model  including returns structure



URAPI’s investment in micro-credit protected by :

• Coops’ shares of:

• Dividends from processing plants implemented by the project

• ElevaFinca premiums on coffee  and cocoa sold by the project

• Carbon credits 

• Coop’s future sales contracts

• Cocoa/coffee in stock

1 to 2 years

25% 55% 20%

Producers receive the microcredit by specific activity milestone



Baseline

Total property 
5 has

Degraded land
1 ha

Coffee in production
2 has

Remnant forest
2 has

Year 1

1 ha new plantation
Year 3

1 ha rehabilitation
Year 5

1 ha rehabilitation

2800$ 2800$ 2800$

1

Example for a producer’s

The project will work with the producers on a multiple year plan in order to optimize the 
sustainable use of their properties by:

• Recuperating degraded land

• Renovating old coffee plantations into new coffee or cocoa plantations 

• Protecting remnant forest and halt deforestation



Do you 
have 

questions ?



Thank you !

See you on April 14th to 
exchange about 
« Working with 
smallholders »




